
Geometric Bubble Painting



Step 1. Draw geometric solids with multiple sides (planes.) There should be enough to �ll the space 
about 60%.

Step 2. Make a monochromatic (one color) mix that is in the middle of the value scale. It is 
important that the value be in the middle so the light and the darks will show up 

Be sure to mix enough to last the whole project. You will need the main color to create tints (color and 
white), tones (color and gray), shades (color and black). The main color will also be used for the 
background and the glaze layers at the end.

Step 3. Paint the background with the main color you just mixed. Make sure it is not too dark.  A 
middle value around 5 or 6 is the best.

Geometric Bubble Painting

Technique - Use a large soft brush 2” to soften out and blend the 
background paint. Try to make the paint as uniform as possible.

Work in small sections. Acrylic paint will dry fast.



Step 4. After the background is painted make a mix of Shades (a color plus black). 

Step 5. Make a mix of Tints (a color plus white). 

Shade

Black White

Tint

Main color

5
Value

8
Value

2
Value

Begin painting the individual sides of your 
geometric solid.



You will need a liner brush to do these steps.
 
A liner brush has line skinny bristles (hair)

Step 1. Add a few drop of water to the black paint. The water will make the paint �ow o� the brush 
nicely. 

With the liner brush draw a half circle in black at the top of the bubble.

How to paint a bubble

Step 2. With a clean dry round brush, soften up the inside edge of the black cresent. It may be 
helpful to add a bit of water to help the black blend out into a gray that is very easy to see through. 

Step 3. With the liner brush draw a half circle in White at the bottom of the bubble.



Step 4. With a clean dry round brush, soften up the inside edge of the white cresent. It may be 
helpful to add a bit of water to help the white blend out into a gray that is very easy to see through. 

Step 4. With the liner brush add White highlights at the top and bottom of the bubble.

Step 5. With the liner brush add random White highlights to the bubble. Make sure the highlights 
are round and follow the shape of the bubble.



You will need a round brush to do these steps.
 
A round brush has short to medium bristles (hair) that �nish in a point or arounded end.

Step 1. Add a few drop of water to the glaze. 

Step 2. Add a bit of color to the glaze. Mix well. 

Add glaze to areas that are not standing out. Areas might not stand out because the colors are too 
close in contrast. To make colors stand out they should be di�ernt values (lightness or darkness).

How to glaze

Glazes are intended to adjust color and values via small amounts. 
Glazes are perfect to create shadows.


